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Nearly $200,000.00 
That II the amount. received by tbolle 
whom t his Agency placed within the 
lut twelve montb •. 
What Abput Your Part of It? 
CONTINENTAL 
TEACHERS' AGENCY, (1_''') Bowling G,een, Ky. 
S WEET SIXTEEN Cflmf'1 but 
onee. Let lhe PORTRAIT pre-
aerve that age. 
Rogers' Studio 
ia equipped with mode rn and 
ar t il t le portraiture. 
9Z1 1·2 COLLE OP. STR EET 
W. O. TOY 
BJtRBER 
Bu. ':l hl .... S..,ltar,. 
Students Welcome. 
S. B. 
The Grocer 
TIIII" .... nl!U~ 
Good Clean Gro<:erlle£ 
See Him. 
STUOENTS, PATRONIU 
"Normal" Pressin, 
La dles' W o rk I S pec .. 1t7 
C:H ESTEII: N. SHAW, 
Ill. KENTUCKY STREet 
Bakery, Confectionery, and Ice Cream 
Picnic Lunches a Specialty 
Refr l'llhments .erved fo r aU oc,a.lon. 
R. E. McNamara, 428 Main 
C. A. MUNKLE 
CH EA.,E ST AJ'roID ~EST 
A L L kiNDS OF 
SCHOOL 
W. LEWIS MO\TTHEWS 
""TOR 
ASSOCIA TES 
C. H. MOORE 
RUBY AL~ER 
LOTTIE McO...URE 
MATTlE MORGAN 
KATE CLAGElT 
ETHEL FEATH ERSTONE 
ORLANDO MAGNESS 
NETTIE LAYMAN 
L£TrrIA HOCKER 
W . J. CRAIG 
F "'lilly RepreteDtati.~ 
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GOING UP ? 
A ~IT jou ...... l. publiahed by the StIlCleot Body of the WaknI Ke= _ 
Noraa! SdtooI, ...d duoted to the bac .. (creola of ed~ ill Wt.ttera K ,. 
....... 
SUBSCRI PTIO,'f: TWELVe MONTHS, FIFTY CUlTS: TH~Ee YEARS, ONE 
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Concerning 
Sweet are the uses of just about everything. The ... 
tremely fnt nnd extremely lean knock down weekly divl. 
dends from the ~ide-show proprietors. Jimmie Areher II 
the greatest catcher in baseball by reason of having had • 
cer tai n muscle curled up by an accidental application of boiJ.. 
ing soap grease. Tom Harris, t he champion stutterer. 
claims that his impediment has saved him from many a 
scrap by refusing to vocalize hot.-headed impulses unW be 
hnd cooled down sufficiently to adopt a sensible revisiOD. 
A s ilken mustache wms the heart of the dear devotee of 
Laura J ean Libbey. A broad sombrero and a coat of a}ka.. 
line tan turns the trick with the fair frequentess of the 
movies, while the Charming COoed surrenders at the 8~ 
of a nose-guard streaked with blood stains, or a litt1e il'OD 
rust . A cowlick wins for a boy a place in the village band, 
a good memory makes a good politiican, and a bad memory 
insures a star witness for the defendant in the prosecution 
of a trust for violating the provisions of the Sherman Act. 
Kindness radiates good cheer, and even cruelty has ita 11M. 
We must have dentists. 
Melancholy- but thereby hangs my tale. EdmolllOll 
County is the birthplace and home of Mammoth Cave. Ev-
ery season thousands upon thousands of Normal School ltu-
dents, printers, brewers, stone-cutters, missionary uni01l-
ists, wnrd heelers, theologues, etc., visit that magnifleellt: 
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brasion and st rf'w the interior with commonplace bromides. ~ careful statistician has estimated t hat the vocabulary of 
the Cave is limi ted to twenty-nine words, of which twenty-
three are adjective~, one an .unprintable ~ord used by a 
rinter immediately after trying to poke hiS head through 
fhe ceiling of "Tall Man's Misery." The other are adverbs . 
But this classi ficatioft is neither here nor there. Not very 
far (rom the Cave is the birthplace of the melancholiest ap-
pearing person in the whole wide realm of this vale of tears. 
He was born on Christmas Eve thirty-one years ago. He 
was a strong. hea lthy youngster , but t he very personifica-
tion of woe. He grew to hale. hearty manhood before he 
(ound out for himself that he was 8 real, livi ng statue of 
·'Meloncholera Gloomifying the World." When he had tak-
I! .. THE ELEVATOR. 
cn stock ot himself he decided. to adapt his penumbra of 
row to his personal advantage. U]! Brigham Young 
break into lyceum spotlights because of the ~~;I~'r!:~ : 
of his Hymeneal acquisitions," soliloquized he, "or if 
Glynn can get herself ostracized from polite society by wrft,. 
ing a book on polite society, why should J worry becauae I 
look worried?" Thus it appears that our hero had a 
of humor, despite his mournf ul exterior, and was e~~~:: . 
with unusual mental perf\picacity. or in psychological 
was "quite beyond." He was at this time a saw-logger, aacl 
occupied his moments when not eating or sleeping in per. 
suading rafts of logs to flo.1t down Green River to market. 
Betimes, when he cou ld get the raCt into adocile conditioa. 
he would encourage and strengthen the dolefulness of hII 
mien by a carefully prepared. seri es of rehearsals. Abo, be 
cultivated his intellect whenever convenient by thinking oat 
thought after thought, 011 subject after subject. until hII 
mind was just as receptive as his appearance was deceptiw. 
Next, he hitched his raft and taught two sessions in a rural 
school. When he had given out the last stick of striped 
peppennint on the last day of the last term, he frowned. • 
'good-bye" to his pupils, and entered the B. G. B. U.-"G004-
ness!" gasped Prof. Harmon. "Cheer up, can't you? Yoa 
look like you'd been asleep in a graveyard dreaming of C~ 
ter's Massacre." "My facp. is my fortune," was the answer, 
"and I don't meddle wi th capital." Now, separate younelf' 
from any ingrowing idea that my subject was a grouda. 
He is the best-natured, mo~t democratic fellow you ever 
heard of. He is, however, quite vain of his appearance, 
even i1 it does belie his true self. It isn't everyone who 
elln be the most meloncholy person in the world. Wh-. 
those B. G. B. U. officials had weighed him in the trial bal-
ances, they found that about the only t hing which he wu 
wanting was a job. Thc~' helped him get one as teacher In 
R commercial school at Allentown, Pennsylvania. He proved 
to be a thoroughly competent teacher, but he wasn't sath-
fled. The trulh of it is. he hll~ .;:ompctition.-= Th~ murJd.. 
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neSS of the Pennsy lvania atmosphere prohibited him from 
~etting i n his lx.>st licks as a purveyor of melancholia. Also, 
he didn 't !:IpcciRlly care for commercial work. So he re-
signed, and enterro the Western Normal, where the SUII 
:- hining br ight made a 8plcndid background [or his pensive 
poses. He got on splendidly. His work elicited vigorous 
nods of approval from the Faculty. which shows that he 
\Va.s goi ng good. He made an Hbundance of chapel speeches 
in a tone about ns cheerless as John D. Rockefeller would 
use in singing " Silver Coins Among the Gold." But every-
body listened to those speeches nnd went away to ponder. 
There was food for thought in them. When he had ac-
quired his diploma, July, 1912, he applied for the principal-
!:.hip of the Lewi8burg School. The President of the Board 
took a look at him. " Principalship? Not by a jugfull. 
Avaunt! Vamose ! Skidoo!" ~pluttered that worthy, at 
the same time ordering his office boy to run out and investi-
gate the eclipse which apJl(:!nred to be · coming on. "Can 
that negative Joq ulIcity, and sit down while I tell you why 
J'm going to be your Principal and how J'm going to be your 
Principal; ' r eplied the imperturberl candidate. • • • In-
!lerting a few Mterisks for brevity, we arrive at the fact 
that he is on that Lewisburg job to-day-the meloncholy 
head of a magni ficent school. Magnificent because its head 
is in spirit optimistic, democratic, progressive and indefali-
gable-
"Who is he ?" 
of Lewisburg. 
Oh. I'd for ..... ·tten. Boy page P G S ·th ~v , '. ml , 
----<000 __ _ 
Alumni Antiquities 
Colby Hinton, of the primeval days, is ward principal in 
San Antonio, Texas. 
Joe Moore, Scientific 1900, was recently nominated on the 
Democratic ticket for State Senator. Moore is a political 
• 
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power in his native bailiwick, Hurdinsburg and thereabout.. 
E. L. Cooper, Scientific 1904, is rendereding efficient sen .. 
ice in the capacity of County Attorney for Marshall County: 
Clifford Harkey. Scientific 1902, is a rising young phnl .. 
ciao in Paducah. 
T. W. Felix, '06, is principal of the gralled school at Lou 
Ann, Arkansas. 
A. J . Caldwell, '05, is superintendent of schools of Ham-
mond, La. It is a current facl that Hammond has one of 
the most progressive school systems of the Creole State. 
John Dodson, 1900. has charge ot the Chair of Pedaaou' 
in Central College, Pella, Iown. Dodaon recently took bia 
Doctor's degree at Harvard University. 
C. M. Hughes, 1899, has resig'ned the superintendency of 
schools, Baton Rouge, La., and accepted charge of the schoo" 
of East Baton Rogue Parish, the latter place offer ing a lara-
er scope for his activities. 
Just mention anything having legal associations in Pa.. 
ducah, and one naturally thinks of Eaton and Boyd. Both 
members of this influential law firm are graduates of the 
Normal, and still very much interested in its welfare. 
J. M .Price, '06, is a prominent young minister of Ben-
ton, Ky. Price has graduated from Baylor University and 
Brown University since leaving the Normal. 
1908 Class 
Miss Flora Stallard. the first graduate of the W. K. S. N .. 
and the only graduate in the Sprin8' Class of 1908 . ... 
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ied to Mr .. f. B. Thomas. of Maud. Ky. , De:!emt er ..: ... m;:: at the Henry Watterson Holel, Louisvi lle. Ky. Tncy 
Jeft immediately (or their country home. which is located 
!lOme few miles from Maud, Ky. 
The graduates of the Summer Class of 1908 have been 
flnd UTe doing very sucessful work: 
Mr. W. E. B.lhanon, Principal of the Graded School of 
Wickli ffe, Ky., is doing most e>.ce llent work in that little 
town. The citizens of Wickli ffe p>ay. "there is none better; 
~ive us Bohanon again." 
Mr. Frank E. Cooper is now Principal of the School of 
Kehoe, Ky. Reports come to the office that he is doing very 
praisewor thy work, and as a teacher he is not excelled by 
anyone in that part of the State. 
Mr. H. L. Donavan, of Maysville, Ky., is making a splen-
did record in State University. 
Mr. Donavan deciding that it was not good for man to 
Jive alone. took unto himself a wife, one of his class-mates. 
)liss Nellie Stewart. They are both doing excellent work. 
ag studcnta in the University. 
We are very proud of the fact that Miss Betsie Madison, 
one of the leadi ng students in Wisconsin University. is one 
of our graduates. \Ve are algo glad to state that Miss Madi-
I'on will be with us again during the Mid-winter and Spring 
terms. She will be assi stant teac.her in the Domestic. Sci-
ence Department. 
Misses Nancy and Wylie B. McNeal are giving their Alma 
Mater cause to be very proud of them, for they are doing 
most excellent work as students in Chicago University. 
Mrs. Annie Proctor-Thomas, of Franklin, Ky., reports 
. . 
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t hat her work is most interesting. She has decided 
h?usekeeping is much more plea:sant than teaching, and ~ 
Vises others to fio likewise. 
M~. B~ford Sh~rrille .has graduated from Indiana Um.. 
vers lty s ince leaving her e, and is now doing a very are.& 
work in the P ineville Schools of Eastern, Ky. 
Repor ts come from Sunshine, La., that t hey have a 
from t he Western Normal who is doing n very efficient work. 
Mr . Roy Tuck is the much prized one. 
Mr. Her man West is doing much in the upbuilding of 
Rchool of Carlisle, Ky. He is much pleased with his 
tion as P rincipal of that school, and repor ta an intere8tiJ .. 
work. 
Miss Ver bal McMullin, of Henderson, Ky. 
word tJlat tells of her work. . 
1909 Class 
The class of 1909 have added much to t he reputation tba& 
the 1908 class made and are maki ng for the W. K. S. N. 
Unusually good reports are coming in of the work of 1901 
class. 
Miss Mary Lee Atkins is doing admir able work in the 
Graded School of ()owington, Ky. 
Miss E . Nora Bridwell reports tha t she has a very inter. 
esting school a t Solitude, and that she is very m uch pleased. 
Th is means, of course, that Miss Bridwell is doing an ex· 
cellent work. 
For the past f ew years Mis::s Mary Atwood Hobson bM 
heen doing very successful work in the Bowling Green eiQ' 
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~ools. As to the standA rd of her work it suffices to SHY 
that each year she is elected unani mously by the City School 
Board. 
Miss Fannie HutC'heson iR one ot t he High School teach-
ers of Auburn, Ky. Auburn ho:tstA that they have one of t he 
best teachers in the Sta te. 
Miss Bessie Fogle, now Mrs. J udd, and Mr. M. H. Judd 
ure teaching III Lhf> Lexi ngton schools. They write t hat 
their work is ,"cry intt!rcsting. 
Miss Mary J ar boe. the> r\ i\3istunt li brar ian in W. K. S. N. 
!or ge,'er :d years. is now Mrs. H . B. Donaldson, of Bowling 
Green. 
)fr. R. H. Marshall is now in llIinois University. He re-
por ts that his work is very interesting. 
For the last few yenrs the school at Horse Cave, Ky., has 
been making record-break ing st r ides in advancement. We 
do not wonder. when we know it has been under the mJl. n ~ 
flgement of :'d r . T. H. Napier . MI'. Napier reporm the pros-
peets for ) 914 of the mosi successfu l year he has yet had. 
Mr. C. M. Payne is showi ng the people of Rison, Ark., 
what the Western Nor ma l stancls for . He is doing a very 
succe!>Sful work. and we nre proud of him. 
Miss Sue Proctor . n teacher in the Western Normal Train-
ing School . is Il(\W in Boston, spending a vacation . She will 
.,robably be- there for severnl months. 
Mr$;. \, irgi nin Redmon is one of the most successful teach-
t'rs t hat the Lou i~vil1e GrRdcd School has. She reports that 
l'Ihe is enjoyin~ her work very m~ch. 
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Miss Geneva Sanders writes us that her work at CUi_!, .. 
Ky., is very interesting, and she hopes to make 1918-14 
most buccessful year in the life of the school. 
Mr. C. M. Sammons-dead. 
Miss Corll 8troud, Principal of Calhoun High SchooJ. 
?ne of the leading tenchers of McClean County. She ia 
109 much for t.he advancement of education in that COIUlt,.. 
Miss Annie West, now ~lr8. A. B. Jennings is liviDa ta 
Wichitt., Kans. ' 
. Miss Coral Whittinghill is not teaching this year . She 
IS at her home near Glendene, Ky. 
Mr. J . F. Wethington is attending Wisconsin Universit7 
He is maki ng a very excellent record. • 
Mr. M. C. Wallis, of Beaver Dam, Ky., hAA moved onward. 
nnd upward in his work. 
1910 Class 
Miss Mary Beeler, now Mrs. '1'. H. Napier, contributa 
not a little, we susped, to that r emarkable success that at-
tends her husband in his work at Horse Cave, Ky. 
Miss Loraine Cole hag been connected for some time with 
the Bowling Green city schools. 
Mr. Herbert Guffey went to the Vidalia, Ga., Collegiate 
Institute, immediately after reuiving his diploma. He II 
still there, and writes that this yenr is the best yet. 
The work of )fiss Nellie Smith, 8S instructor of Latin fa 
the Madisonville High School, is of the hi,hest order. Tbe 
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people there uppreciute her labors by increasing her salary 
each year . 
Col. Henry Pyles is making good at Maysville, Ky. 
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Crabb reside in Louisville, where the 
former writes for TnE ELEVATOR and incidentally directs 
one of the best mannged ward schools of the city, and the 
latter is ha ppy and contented to be his housekeeper. Mrs. 
Crabb is probably better known to the '10 Class as Miss 
Bertha Gardner. 
Miss Myrtle Duncan, after working a while in Florida, 
has joined t he victorious Normalite host in Louisville, Ky. 
Miss ElizabE>th Drake is likewise in Louisville, notwith-
standing the strong protest of Columbia, where she taught 
very successfully fo r a time. 
- -
Also Miss Hontns Dunn has heard LouiSVille's call. The 
big ci ty's gni n was Murray's loss, as she has abundantly 
demonstrated in her labors in these places. 
Miss Nettie Depp is the Sblte Normal's first County Su-
perintendent. The good people of Barren County wisely 
chose her for t hi s position last November. No doubt they 
had heard of her Il cbievements at Scottsville, Ky., where she 
was located for a time. 
Miss Marie Gore is perfectly satisfied to remain at May· 
field, Ky., where she has had charge of the second grade for 
the lnst three yenr~. And the Mayfield folks nre perfectly 
c,atislied for her to remain, also. 
Miss Lora Goodwin has prospered for the past three years 
Ilt Paducah. Ky. She is still there. Nuff said. 
Mr. Burrett Hinton has beton. for the past three years, 
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the efficient principal of one of the Pad ucah ward sc.hoola. 
Mr. J88. Holloway is Superintendent of Schools at 
ton, Ky. The Normal is justly proud of Mr. Holloway 
he has shown himself to be one of Kentucky's best • 
Mr. Boatwright is engaged in the teaching work at Hw.~ 
ville. Ky. 
Mr. J. D. Burton has answered the call of The 
Teacher, "Come up higher." 
Mr. Leland Bunch, after building up a fine school .,.. 
at Livermore, Ky., has joined the Normalite corps at 
(:ah. This city, as well a~ Louisville, knows where to 
fo r good teachers. . 
Miss Katesie Bailey is enjoying her work a t Paducah. 
She has been very 8ucce~ful in her chosen occupation 
times. 
Miss Mary Virginia Campbell is located at M"'1I:aDJIoIII, 
Ky. 
Mr. James Caldwell is teaching at Minerva, Ky. 
Mr. Thomas Canon is doing 8 great and la udable work 
Mayfield, Ky. 
Miss Annie Campbell, after teaching fo r some time 
the Bowling Green city schools, has now entered the 
ness University, with a view of preparing herself for 
ing the commercial branches in a high school. 
Miss Laura Chambers is now Mrs. A. M. Stickles, and II 
happily situated in a new, beautiful home out on the NaN-
ville Pike. 
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It£r. E1.ra Ba!Jcom is Superintendent of Schools at Elk 
City, Okla., where he is doing a great work. 
Miss Ruth A lexander is now a student in Indiana Univer-
otity, after a successful experlence as a teacher. 
Mr. W. C. Bell occupies a responsible position at Owens-
boro, Ky. He WitS formerly at Central City, where he did a 
,real work. 
Mis~ Bettie Colley, now Mrs. McCracken, resides at Green-
ville, Ky. 
Mr. Elbert Guill, of Salem, is well known in Western 
Kentucky ed ucational circles. 
Mrs. O. G. Byrn was known in the days of '10 as Miss 
Nancy Shehan. She and our energetic registrar have re-
rently moved into their new home on Fourteenth Street. 
Recently in a mass-meeting of men held in the Training 
School Chapel, one of the Adair County students paid an elo-
quent tri bute to t he work and worth of Mr. Chesterfield Tur-
ner, at Columbia, Ky. 
HU'ltiing, energetic W. S. Taylor has a splendid position 
i~ the Department of Agriculture of Texas University, Aus-
tin. Since grnd uution he has found time to teach in the 
Nonnal and to receive a degree from Wisconsin University. 
Miss Lula Wheeler is very pleasantly located at Sedalia, 
Ky., where she has been fo r some time. 
Miss Mamie Thomas has a good position at London, Ky. 
Mr. Blackburn Speurs, after launching a brilliant career 
ill an important POsition in our educational organization in 
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t he Philippines, heard the summons of the Master to ent. 
into his reward. 
Miss Alva. Tandy is located at Fulton, Ky. She has • 
position in the Graded School there. 
Mr. J. D. Spears is radiating "life, more life," 
l:'plendidly equipped Auburn , Ky., High School 
Miss Ella Hopkins is now located in the vigorous yoUJl& 
State of Oklahoma, at a handsome salary. Formerly abe 
wns at Wic.kliffe, Ky. 
Mr. J . B. Johns has creditably tilled two or three good po. 
sitionl:S. At present, if we are informed r eliably, he is_ 
engaged in educational work. 
Miss Faith Kimball is teaching in her home State ot 
York. 
Mr. W. E. Miller is teaching at West P lains, Ky. 
Miss Lena Palmore is at Marrowbone, Ky. 
Miss Annie Belle Ray is onp, of our Paducah alumni. 
Miss Minnie Shugart has been doing such efficient 
at Williamsburg that she was invited to stay another year. 
Miss Lula Allen has passed to her eternal reward. 
Mr. S. L. Hudson, from Clinton, Ky., is making rood 
1911 Class 
Miss Margaret Acker has for some time been t.eachlq 
the History Depar t ment in W. K. S. N. The character 
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her work is plainly shown by the great love and admiration 
of the students. 
:Miss Willie Fogle, who is now Mrs. H. G. G'uffey, is C:e. 
lighted with lilt:: as she is spending it, in Vidolia Collegiatp. 
Institute, Vidolia, Glf.. 
This is the third yenr for Mr. Lester E. Hurt at Sedalia, 
Ky. This fact is hardly needed, however, as evidenc~ of h's 
successful work. 
Miss Nannie Stallard, now Mrs. J. G. Wooton, is just ell. 
joying home at Cox's Creek, Ky. 
Mr. Paul H. Seay is holding high the standard of the NOI·. 
mal by his mas terf ul work as Principal of the Commerci>tl 
DE:partment in Lockport, III. 
For several years Mr. P. C. Smith has been the rouca-
tional leader in Lewishurg, Ky. The promise of an lldel i. 
tional five thousand dollars for the enlargement of his 
"'-!hool pl:\nt tells how well he has led. 
. :Miss Belinda Crenshaw is now teaching at Shepherds.-
Vi lle, Ky. She reports very much pleasure in her work 
which means it is nothing short of splendid. ' 
Miss. Bla~c~e Vanmeter, now Mrs. H. W. Wesley, feell:S 
~ur~, sl.nce hVlng on Lookout Mountain, Tenn., that the good 
In life IS more than worth the getting. 
M.r. C. W. Bailey seems to be just keeping things mO~ing 
at hiS home near Madisonville, after several strenuous years 
of the very best teachi ng work. 
Mr. William Benge is doing admirable work in Tompkins. 
ville, Ky. 
• 
• 
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Miss Mary Collins wcites that she could hardly be bette 
pleased than at Shepherdsville, and we hear that the p-. 
ure is even greater on the part of the residents of that place 
for having her. 
?tirs. Chesterfield, formerly .Miss Anna Chatham, is dobaa 
very efficient work in Columbia, Ky. 
Miss Blanche Carr was wanted the second time at La Far. 
ette, Ky., so she is now there continuing her helpful work. 
Miss Tula Chambers is doing very successful and enJOJ .. 
able work at Utica, nenr her home town . 
We are glad to know that Miss Eliza Stith is stiU doiDc 
the great work of which she is co capable in the city aehooII 
of Bowling Green. 
Mr. J . W. Odell is enjoying the Southland and 
praiseworthy work as Principal in Lecanto, Fla. 
Miss Ella Worthington is at Owensboro, where her wodt 
is indeed pleasing to berself and all others. 
Miss Mollie Waters is giving perfect satisfaction to the 
people of Hickory Grove, Ky., with her conscientioua work 
a~ teacher . 
Miss Elizabeth Davis is still teaching at her home, in ~ 
ton; it seems the people there realize their good fortune. 
Miss Julia Franklin i~ now at Crab Orchard, and the uaua1 
report comes from there as from every place she works, "'-
can hardly be surpassed." 
Miss Mary Northern is t eaching for the second time fa 
Paducah, Ky. '1'0 those who know her it is not necessary to 
say her work is of the very highest type • 
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Mr. J . A. Lynn writes from the Commercial Department 
of Bloomington, Ind ., High School, where he is doing work 
of which every student is proud. 
Miss Mabel Mt'rcer is in Clifton, Tenn., where her earnest 
work is greatly appreciated. 
--
Mr. Oliver Hoo" er is getting much interest aroused in 
the educational work al Masom'iIle, Ky. 
Mr. T. A. Humble i ~ also putting fo r th much effort for the 
"great cause" and causing others to work as well, where he 
is teaching at Leitchfield, Ky. 
Mr. J . J . Hornback, after prepar ing furthe r for his life's 
work by a course in the Business University, is now teach-
ing the commercial branches in a High School in Iowa. 
Mrs. Dora Barnes is doing wonderful work as Supervisor 
of Domestic Science in Oscilla, Ga. 
Miss Zola White is teaching at Dixon, Ky. Needless to 
!lay she is having great success. in her teaching work. 
Mr. E. Y. Allen is havi ng remarkable success at Central 
City, Ky. 
Mr. J . L. Hnrbourt is doing himself proud at Whitesville, 
Ky. 
1912 Class 
Miss Mary Barnhill i~ rounding out the third prosperous 
year for her at Canmer, Ky. 
~i S8 Mary Brownin~ iI~ having great SQce~ ip her wor~ 
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in the Louisville publi r.. schools. This is 
ihere. 
Miss Rosa Lou Ditto was compelled, on account of Belioo. 
illness, to give up her work at Hardinsburg, Ky. We 
that ere long she will be restored to her wonted health. 
Miss Lena Dulaney has been employed 8S assistant 
rian by her a lma mater since the time of her g",dUl&tiOll. : 
Her untiring zeal 8a manifested in her incessant labon 
behalf of others, has won for her the goodwill and the 
teem of the entire student-body. 
Miss Mary Cr utcher taught very successfully in the 
ville schools in 1912-1;), We are unable to obtain inl·on"'; 
tion as to her present work. 
Miss DeUa Combbest has been compelled by ill health 
relinquish her position in the Louis"iIle schools, She la 
present at her home at Phil, Ky. 
Miss Della Combest has been compelled by ill health 
publie schools of this city. She then joined t he "double 
cla.ss-being the first of t he Clas.~ of '12 to do so. 
The tragic death of Mr. B. C. Gibson, while a student 
Columbia University, New York City, is too well known 
EU:VATOR readers to require fu r ther comment. A life 
the promise of a brilliant f uture was brought to an 
and untimely end by the death of Mr. Gibson. But he 
Mitting now at the feet of the Gre:1t Teacher. 
Mr. E. E. Gardner, after accomplishing a highly BU'_": 
f ut work at Drakesboro, Ky., h~ now laboring with the 
untiring zeal at Bevier, Ky. 
Miss HoUie F inn is located for the second time at WlII~" ; 
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'lIe Ky. ..o\n interesting fact about the Class of ' 12 is that :1 gr~t many nre teaching for the second time in the same 
community. Of those who hnve changed, most have done 
so over the protests of the community in which they had 
been located. Hurrah fo r the '12 Class! 
Supt. H. W. Loy i3 an indispensable force at Sturgis. Ky. 
Already he is fast becoming known aa one of Kentucky'.t 
most energetic und capable educators. 
Miss Mll ude MeguiaT is for the second time at Seven Hill!! 
School , Owensboro, Ky., at an increased salary. It is un-
necessary to add that her reputation as a teacher is consid· 
erably above par ill those parts. 
Mr. B. H. Mitchell took his diploma and went immedi-
ately to Eddyville, Ky. They are still keeping him. _ Lookll 
as if his sentence was of the indeterminate kind. 
Mis.'5 Arleen Mannix is located in Oklahoma, and is do-
ing a splendid work there. 
Miss Mary ~fcOfmi~1 has been teaching in her home town, 
Hickman, ever s in('p. she graduated . 
Miss Susannn Pickering is lowted for the second time at 
nurnngo, Colo. Whether it be the North, East, South or 
West that Normnlites a re at work, they succeed just the 
same. 
Miss Luln Rigsby hns been employed by the Scottaville 
. Graded School ever since she received the life certificate. 
While in !;Chaol she contributed many drawings and cartoons 
to THE ELEVATOR. We are glad that success has attended 
her in nil lines of endeavor. 
Miss Gabie Robertson was last yea r at Moorman, Ky., 
I 
I 
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This year the Louigville people ~ured her services, and tbe 
many complimentary reports from there attest her rapidlr 
mcreased popularity as a teacher in our great metropolia. 
Mr. S. C. Ray is directing the machinery of the SP&rta. 
Ky., High and Graded School for the second time. 
Miss Verna Robertson has received the r eward of PIR 
good labors in Ix:ing re-elected to her position in the j,IIlr1'or 
Graded School. 
Miss Lottie Payne speciulized in Domestic Science in W .... 
consin University, taught one year in the Normal and u.-
Dan Cupid pierced her with one of his darts. She is now 
Mrs. Collins , of Tucson, Ari7.ona. 
Miss Mable Squire is "showing" the people of Over .... 
Park, Mo., for the second time, what she can do as a teact.. 
Two years is 8 short time, but Mr. Oscar Shemwell taM 
found it long enough to obtain 8 degree from Indiana Ual-
versity. and to launch what promises to be a highly sueee.-
tul career. at Sebree, Ky. 
Miss Pearl Turner taught in 1912·18 at Seott8ville, Kr. 
The people there insisted that she should stay, but to DO 
avail. At present she is in Florida. 
Miss OpAl Taylor has been for the past two years one at 
Louisville's very best teachers. 
Supt. G. H. Well's work at Falmouth, Ky., is eminentb' 
Satisfactory to his constituency there. His long experienee 
and ripe scholarship has given him a well deserved plaee iD 
the forefront of Kentucky's educators. 
J . D. Wortham is doing a great work at Boston, Ky. 
~o many of his class·mates. J. D. is a "repeater." 
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1913 Class 
Misses Ruby Alexander and Kate Clagett are doina- poi~ 
graduate work in the Normal. 
Miss Sue E llen BSl'nhill is teaching in the Seven Hill. 
School, Owensboro, Ky. 
Many are the reports thut come telling of the strong work 
of Miss Catherine Braun in the Mndisonville High School. 
ELEVATOR renders have recently heard of the good work 
of Mr. Garnett Barnes, who i::l principal of the Greensburg 
school system. 
Mr. T. H. Barton is bringing things to pass as the prin. 
cipal of the Bandana Hig h School, Bandana, Ky. 
Miss Susan Cullom is principal of schools at Calhoun, Ky. 
Paul Chand ler is now a student at the Wesleyan Univer. 
sity, Winchester, Kr. 
Miss Nettie Drane hus a position in the High School at 
Cave City, Ky. 
J . D. Farri s is specializing in English at Chicago Univer. 
oily. 
Miss Katheri ne Hawthorne is located at Guthrie, Ky., 
where she has 1\ good position in the Graded School there. 
Mis.<:! J ennie Lynd Hodges is doi ng fine work in the Louis. 
ville schools. 
Miss Eli za Ha le has joined the ',double life class." She is 
DOW Mrs. Hespen, and resides in this city. 
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Miss Ella Judd is making good as a teacher of Engliah 
the Indianapolis schools. 
Miss Ruby Knott is principal of schools at Lo,velacevlUo. 
Ky. She is doing a good work there. 
Mr. R. A. London is having great success at Paint 
Ky. 
Miss Hazel McCluskey is busily engaged at Bllrk .. ,>lU';: 
Ky. 
Mr. I. L. Miller did post.graduate work in the N' ..... 
School up to the holidays. At present he is in Indiana 
versity, where he is specializing in Mathematics and Sell ... 
Mr. DeWitt Martin is principal of the school at Island. 
Mr. D. P . Morris occupies a splendid position as bald 
the Hardin. Ky., school eystem. 
Miss Mary Seargeant is doing efficient work in the 
ville schools. 
Mr. W. A. Simmons is leading the forces of edueatiOll 
Hiseville, Ky. 
Miss Ruth Tichenor is doing praiseworthy work in 
Louisville schools. 
Mr. Gordon Wilson is one of the best students in In,1lal1ll 
Un iversity, so we are told. 
Mr. H. C. Weir is principal of the High School, Adel. 
The Class of '13 is now busy winning its initia1 
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Judgi ng [rom reports now coming from the field, not a few 
of these will join the runks of the "hold-overs." The glory 
of a school lies in its alumni. This being true, the Western 
Normal is thrice blessed, fo r the labors of her graduates 
have been of a character eminently worthy of any institu-
tion. By their f ruits ye shall know them, and it is with 8 
feeling of exu ltant pride that we point to the glorious 
achievements of ou r alumni. May their years be many, 
their labors abundant, their rewurdR adequate, and above all 
may their herituge to the future be that of a higher cultured, 
more efficient, more aggrel'lsive citizenship, that shall make 
the new grand Kentucky a rea lity and not a fond illusion. 
--000 __ _ 
In this issue we have attempted to give the readers of 
THE E LEVATOR nl1 the alumni news that the staff could pos-
Ilibly find at all. It has been no easy task to gather such 
news, and we here exlJresA a hope that all who read this 
issue will be considerate of all mistakes which may appear 
regarding the locations aqd other facts concerning our grad-
uates. 
We hnve tried to gather !'.orne information concerning the 
people who gradUated from the school before it was made 
the State NOI'mal, but we have not been able to find all the 
inforrnution we desired. 
We are hoping that by next year the people in charge of 
THE ELEVATOR will have pergonal letters from each of the 
graduates, and in this way they will be able to give to the 
readers of THE ELEVATOR an alumni issue that is worth 
While. 
---We are indeed glad to print in this issue the address made 
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by Mr. James Knoll to the Alumni Association in 1918. It 
was a great address, as it here stands to speak ita 0_ 
merit. 
Mr. A. L. Crabb, the first editor of THE ELEVATOR, .. 
unanimously elected by the Alumni Association as ora_ 
for 1914. AU who know Mr. Crabb-and that means p~ 
tically all who have attended the Normal-are lookiD&' tor. 
ward to the occasion with the anticipation of a great treat. 
---0--
10 the last issue of THE ELEVATOR we made the stat:emeu 
that this issue would contain material which would help 
solve the rural proiems, and at that time we thought a IaI'ItI 
part of this issue would be made up of Mr. Galpin's lectur& 
Mr. Galpin is of the Wisconsin University, and has deliv .... 
a series of lectures here on the rural problem. And .... 
are not able to give his lectures this time, we are stiU _ 
iog to be able to print a part of them, at least, in the futaN. 
---0--
The next issue if this paper will be in the hands of tbe 
Kit-Kat Society. "Well," remarked a senior, "the Kit-Kaq 
are the most enthusiastic bunch of people that ever raJJlecl 
around a great leader ." "And who is their leader?" aaked 
a by-stander. Just then a hundred voices shouted, ...... 
Reid '" Nutf said, the Kit-Kat issue will be a success. 
---0--
Ow' Advertisers. 
Our advertisers are still in business at the places adver-
tised. They have traded with us-it is now up to 1101' wbo 
believe in fair play to trade with them. 
Start the New Year right by trading with our advertiMn. 
---0--
Nowl 
Sink or swim, live or die, survive or perish, I am N_ 
ready to take your subscription to THE ELEVATOa-5Oc per 
year or three years, $1.00. 
---0--
Since 1914 is "Home ComingI' year for the Alumni AuG-
ciation, we are looking forward to the event with ~ aD-
• 
• 
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tieipation-when all shall meet again on Normal Heights. 
---0--
Smile. 
"We build from within, but we attract from without." 
Smile nnd be happy. "Vhy not? 1 know of no one who 
should be happier than the leader of children. If you are 
a teacher. then look up and smile. because you have a right 
to smile and be cheerfuJ. 
Your expression, we take it, is no higher than that vouch-
safed by the spiritual condition or ideal on which your as-
pirations enduringly rest. People are largely judged by 
their expressions and actions. 
If this law of outer correspondence with the inner life be 
not true, what mean the drawn features of the miser; the 
sneak face of the thief; the empty gaze of the gossip; the 
open countenance of the honest man? If this law be not 
true that peculiarities of expression come of corresponding 
qualities of mind and motive, what mean the glaring eyes 
of Lear : the designing aspect of lago: the ambitious mount-
ing of Lady Macbeth; the jealolls tread of Othello; the 
lamb-like meekness of Desdemona; the vacant start of 
Ophelia? 
U this be not. true that people are judged by the spirit 
and temper of their outward appearances, why do we speak 
of the pleading pathos in the face of Little Nell; the lordly 
mien of William of Orange; the commanding air of Napol-
eon: the conquering presence of Wellington; the Stonewall 
form of Jackson; the lion f ront of Lee; the stem majesty 
of Lincoln ? 
Not long ago I heard a great man lecture, and he said the 
great problem of the Am~riC8n schools to-day was not only 
how to make two blades of grass grow where only one for-
merly grew, but also how to make two graces grow in the 
human heart and show on the human face where only one 
former ly grew nnd shown. And I am of the opinion that 
the statement is worth the thoughtful consideration of all 
who wish to do the most good in the teaching profession. 
• 
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I do not believe any teacher can warm his schoolroom into 
sunshine while his own life, like Neptune, swings throua 
an orbit of ice. But your smile and happiness must be aeD.Qo. 
ine. You may pass a counterfeit dollar several times, but 
you dare not orten impose upon the youth a (orced or pre-
t.ended smile. Children are discerning enough to detect the 
marks of fraud and to discover the points of variance from 
the genuine one. 
You may not be able to compose a song, but you can ftD 
the world around you with grand harmonies; you may DOt 
be able to paint a picture or write a poem, but you have the 
blessed privilege of teaching the boys and girls to enjoy a 
picture and to live a poem, and what is greater? 
Then if you believe that whatsoever the boy 80weth the 
manhood of his life shall reap. teach him to smile aDd be 
happy. And this you cannot do unless there is some au. 
shine in your own life. 
-<>-
News 
The demise of "blue Monday" occurred some months aco. 
The shock from which the late gentleman never recovered. 
was in the form of an announcement by President Cherry 
that henceforth the chapel hour on Mondays would be in the 
hands of the Music Department. The interment W8.8 coa. 
ducted by the Dean of the School of Music and his corps of 
able assistants. The Monday musical programs which haft 
resulted from that fatal announcement continue to be • 
~ource of inspiration throughout the week, a panacea tor 
ills ranging from homesicknes~ to despair, an attraction to 
the citizens of Bowling Green and to students of other ill-
stitutions. 
A merited recognition has just come to Professor F. J. 
Strahm. His new composition for chorus and orchesb'a 
presentation is in the hands of the Willis Music CompaD1. 
of New York, which is one of the largest in the East. AD 
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C('ptionally larg~ royalty is to be accorded. This produc-~n will be rendered at the Music Festival in May. 
One of the most enjoyable features of the term was t..l}e 
social on December 5. The entertainfent was in the hands 
C Dean Ki nnaman's class in Pedagogy. Games which would 
~ suitable for use in rural communities were played, an~ & 
papE:r containing directions for playing those games was giv-
en to everyone. T,hus the evening was one of pleasure and 
profit. 
On December l~th, Ross Crane, the eminent sculptor, held 
the attention of a large audience. He sketched some beauti-
ful scenes and modeled from clay busts of many well-known 
men with amazing facility and skill. The Lyceum Course 
this year promises to be the greatest ever offered by the 
school. 
How proud we were when from the car windows as we 
turned our happy faces homeward for the Christmas-tide 
we lool.ed up and saw that imposing spectacle on Normal 
Heights. Its grnndeur hAd increased since that hot day in 
September when we returned to our Alma Mater. The beau~ 
tilul campus has been graded and sodded, concrete walks 
and steps lead to the main entrance, and the effect of the 
whole suggests the terraced gardens of the old world. 
A friendly rivalry between the boys and girls of the Senior 
Class resulted in the rendition of two secret programs, one 
presented by the young men of the society, the other by the 
young women. The boys di splayed rare generalship in their 
eelection ot the proper man for each number. The most 
unique feature of their progrnm was that each man an~ 
8wered the roll-call with a toast to womanhood. The girls 
proved their ability to keep secret the nature of their pr~ 
IlT8.m, which turned out to be a play given on the chapel 
stage. The end was one of beauty-in their peasant cos-
tumes, of rainbow tinta, the girls danced an old folk-dance. 
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A large number of visitors was present for each program. 
Miss Surmann has organized a violin class in the Train-
ing School. with the intention of developing a children's or-
chestra. The class took a prolt'Jnent part in the Christ-
mas exercises of the Training School, and was a credit to 
their enterprising and skillful teaeher. 
You-Alumni-as well as we, have often wondered how 
our president, Atlas-like. has been able to uphold his world 
of multitudinous duties, the administration and weighty re-
sponsibility of the 3Chool he has created and into which to 
give it life he has breathed his own breath. Evidently the 
Board of Regents saw the necessity for him to rest; for they 
granted President Cherry a month's leave of absence. To 
recuperate and enjoy his weH-earned vacation, he went to 
Florida. 
An evidence of his continued thought of the school came 
in the form of a letter of greeting shortly after his depart.-
ure. When it was read at chlipel the enthusiastic and sus-
tained applause evidenced the deep appreciation of the stu-
dent-body. A motion that the students should reply with a 
letter of greeting and best wishes, made by Mr. W. L. Mat-
thews and seeonderl by Miss Letitia Hocker, was carried 
unanimously. A committee of Miss Morgan, Miss Hocker 
and Mr. W. L. Matthews W<UI appointed to draft the letter. 
Early in the fall Mrs. Crume made a short trip to New 
York City, where she took a shor t course in voice culture 
under the famous speciali st, Ar thur Laurason. On her re-
turn trip she gave a recital in Hamilton, Ohio. Mrs. Crume 
will return to New York fo r the holidays and resume her 
studies. While there she will sing for the Victor Company. 
Mrs. Crume has organi?.ed about twenty young men into 
a Glee Club. Thill work is progressing nicely, and the class 
has promised to aive a performance at chapel in the near 
future. 
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The Normal basketball team played two games in Central 
City and Greenville recently. The team was victorious at 
Central City by a score of 25 to 15. After a bravely-con-
tested game at Greenville the Normal quintet met defeat by 
[he narrow margin of 21 to 20. 
---000~---
Langham-Turner 
A mUSICIan does not always think of his music, nor a 
sculptor of his art, neither does a mathematician continually 
meditate on surds, binomial theorems and conic sections. 
Of course, mathematicians think of surds and things most 
of the time, but in their margin of life you can't tell what 
will-o'-th~wisp their scientific, logical minds will give chase 
to. Take for example Prof. J ames F ranklin Turner. assist-
ant expounder of radicals and quadratic equations in the 
Western Normal, in his margin of life he doesn't even think 
of logarithms, nay, not even Mimultaneous equations-far 
from it-that is, judging from appearances. It may be that 
he has been misjudged and that that pre-occupied air he 
wears during his margin of life indicates that he has ex-
ploded the old belief that one plus one equals two and is 
r:onvinced firmly that one plus one equals one. Prof. Turner 
always demonstrates his propositions before promulgating 
them to the world. This probably explains why he secured 
a vacation and went all the way to Columbia, La., to confer 
with Miss Helen Josephine Langham on December 24. The 
result of the conference was, Miss Langham returned to 
Bowling Green with the Professor as Mrs. Turner; the r~ 
suit of the demonstration has not yet been made public, but 
as Professor Turner's smile varies in proportion to his dis-
tance from home. it must have been satisfactory. 
---000>----
Basketball 
J am no prophet, nor prophetess, neither am I a witch, 
wizard or fortune teller, not because I have not enough sense, 
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but, rather, because I have too much, for, I know if I should 
pose as such and prophesy. hint or suggest that either one-
Independents, Kit-Keta, Juniors or Seniors-would be eham-
pions at the close of the ~jes of basketball, it would be the 
last of me. Therefore, I am not going to rush in where 
angels dare not tread. 
Never before was there so much mutual interest on the 
part of the whole school, and so much rivalry between each 
wciety 8S there i~ at present in regard to the championship 
in the series of basketball games now being played. 
By constant practice. during which many a victim was 
conveyed to the ho~pitnl or doctor's office; and shattered 
teeth rattled on the floor; while blackened eyes hid them-
selves behind enlarged noses, there grew (out of this, the 
time of the survival of the fittest) two tea ms from each 
society, one of boys anrt one of girls, which are to playa 
series ot twenty-four games. On the whole, the Spizzerink-
tum (if you are not acquainted seE" Webster's 1014 edition) 
of each team is so evenly balanced that it would be hard for 
anyone to say that either one has got anything on the other, 
nnd nobody knows Who's going to be who. 
The last combat will be waged on February the fourth, 
when the two most victorious will meet in final contest, and 
who shall wear under his belt the scalps of the conquered 
I will not say-I a!\Sert nothing, not even that I assert, but 
if you are not then present, let me beg you to watch for the 
ne."I:t issue of THE ELEVATOR and get all the results, for this 
(the series) is about the greatest thing in the way of ath-
letics that has been pulled off lor some time. 
------<>0<>----
TRAINING SCHOOL. 
[Below we print the composition of an eighth grade stu-
dent o'l the Training School. We also print the assignment 
as was made by Miss Craves, the teacher of English in the 
eighth grade. The class had made a thorough study of the 
poem before this assignment was made. And as you will 
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see by this splendid composition, the English work of the 
Training School is of the highest type.-EDlTOR.] 
AIJBignm.ent: 
Write a description of the picture suggested by the lines. 
"A Stranger-'the Good.' " 
1. Write one paragraph. 
2. Picture one moment of time. 
3. Make your picture clear and interesting by thinking 
of point of view, plan, and descriptive words. 
4. Use the past tense of verbs. 
5. 00 not begin each sentence with the subject. 
(BY MISS MARJORIE CLAGETT.) 
The moon had just risen slowly and majestically on the 
great Sahara and changed the burning, scorching, many-
colored pictures to a delightfully cool and pleasant one. It 
was also very impressive, and, gazing across the desert, one 
telt very small And insignificant. Off in the distance to one 
side ran a range of low, rugged hills ; to the other, a high 
plateau, but in !Jetween as far as eye could reach stretched 
what seemed to be an ocean of moonlit sand. In the fore-
ground of this picture, to which neither words nor palettes 
hnd paint brushe:l can do justice, ri sing, like an island out 
of the mighty ocean, was a ISma)) oasis. Round about were 
pitched the tents and other paraphernauia of an Arab en-
campment. Camels were kneeling in the sand, looking more 
like carved statues of pAtience than Resh and blood. Stand-
ing in the door of a tent was a mnn, tall and stately, wear-
ing the wonderfully white robes of an Arab priest. His 
kind and noble face was different from that of most of the 
Arabs, and a touch of sndness made it seem almost celes-
tial. He was listening tl) the impassioned words of a man 
who stood before him. This man was very unlike the other, 
with his dark clothing, torn and travel-stained. There was 
a hunted look in his eyes anrl the evil expression on his dark 
swarthy face was increased by a scar running across his 
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temple. His camel, a poor, jaded creature, was kneeling on 
the sand and giving forth a pitiful sigh, indicating that it 
had been driven fast and far. The moon sifted down through 
the palIns and calmly surveyed the scene. 
----000---
IN SEARCH OF' THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT. 
(WITH AN APOLOGY TO ELENA HALLOWELL ABBOM'.) 
(BY MISS BELLE PO'M'ER.) 
In the first place. it had no right to rain on Christmas 
Eve. Snow, s leet. ice, anything but rain, would have made 
cold feet stamp, colc! fingers snap. stiff faces jerk into smiles 
and say. "What fine Christmas weather"; but a drizzling, 
dripping, summer-time rain. that took the crinkles out of 
one's hair, and put crinkles into onc's backbone, was as out 
of place as n black dress at a wedding. 
In the second place, what right had the Christmas Spirit. 
though somewhat bedraggled. it is true, to be rampant in the 
streets on such it day? Even the big Employer Man, whose 
voice was like the click of her typewriter keys, had held the 
Christmas Spirit in his hands long enough for it to rub off 
and make him wish the Girl a Merry Christmas. Her mouth 
curled up like a withered roseleaf at the thought. 
As she sloshed along over skirt-lifting crossings, in among 
hat-clawing umbrellas, she looked for all the world like a 
big Christmas doll that had been left out in the rain till the 
corners of its red mouth had run down into its chin, its rosy 
cheeks washed clear away, and its golden curls matted like 
a ske in of wet embroidery silk. 
Suddenly she stopped, and while the crowd knocked her 
back and forth until she felt like a punching bag with the 
wind all out, t he lost-child look in her eyes changed to one of 
pitiful determination. Pressing into a crowded shop, she 
took a deep breath of the !l1erry Christmas air, and dragging 
her slipping overshoes from counter to counter, she searcherl 
anxiously over their contents, timidly asking a question now 
and then: but the clerks, and the crowd, and the big glowing 
I 
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red bell over head seemed to point their finger at her, and 
My: "You're a fraud. What use to pretend? Don't we 
know that you have no one to buy presents for? Don' t we 
know that the Christmas Spirit runs when he sees you 7" 
And all the bells in the big store seemed to clap their clap-
pers and repeat. "Don't we know, don't we know," and dis-
tracted late-shopper faces, half envying, half pitying, looked 
" Oon't we know," and twisty-mouthed clerks sighed, "Don't 
bother to pretend. Don't we know?" 
So the Girl didn't try to pretend any more, but like a 
f rightened child, ran from the bells and the lights and the 
tormenting Christmas Spirit: ran and stumbled and ran 
tm she slammed the door upon them aU and shivered out of 
her soggy clothing into her ugly, but serviceable. kimona; 
sat down on her cold-hear ted register, and felt for five min-
utes in harmony with her surroundings. 
Not for long, however. Far down in the basement r~ 
gions, she heard the faint "Pop, bang I" of the just-moved-to-
tbe-eity little boy's fire crackers. From the ·room below 
carne the smothered giggles of the just-married couple, fill-
ing each other's stockings. Her heart felt like a squeezed 
lemon. 
"Well, he'll never know it, anyway," she stormed, and res-
cuing her ink-bottle from the watery grave in the pitcher 
where she had thrown it becau3e she had no one to write to, 
she sat down, and coaxed her numb fingers to write. As she 
thrust the c1osely-written sheeta into their envelope, she felt 
as if a rude hand had pushed her out of the gay scenes she 
had been describing, back into the dingy loneliness of her 
boarding-house room. 
"I will have a party," the Girl shrieked to herself. " I'm 
just twenty-one, and it's Christmas Eve, and I'm going to 
have a Christmas tree!' 
Across the hall lived The Grumpy Old Man with the Santa 
Claus beard. Quick as a rabbit across the road, she scurried 
over to the big black door and knocked. It ftew open so 
quickly that her heart turned a hand-spring. "Have you 
• 
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any Christmas Spirit in your room ?" she inquired feebly, 
Then. while surpri.se and anger were having a tug-of-war 
with his face, she hurried on, "Anyway, it's raining, and 
Christmas Eve. and I'm just twenty-one, and I've no one to 
buy presents for, and-you have a lovely Santa Claus beard 
-we wouldn't have to buy that." Surprise won, and The 
Crumpy Old Man's lace broke up into bits. The Girl clapped 
her hands. "That's fine! How well you play your parl" 
The Spirit of Christmas hopped up the steps slowly, step at 
a time. 
"Let's fool them," giggled the Girl. 
The Grumpy Old Man joined his face together enough to 
bark, "Who in the thunder are you, and who in the thunder 
do you want to -fool 1" The Spirit of Christmas backed hast-
ilyaway. 
The Girl's heart felt more like a squeezed lemon than ever, 
but she would not give up. "Won't you come," she whim· 
pered. "To fool nobody in thunder, but all the Merry Christ--
mas people. and the bells and candles, and the Christmas 
Spirit. Let's buy things and things and a tree and come 
home and you be Santa Claus and I'll be a little girl." 
Rain·faded big dolls in serviceable kimonas are hard to 
bark at. The Grumpy Old Man felt as if some one had laid 
his stiff old heart in fl piping·hot skillet, and for fear it 
would completely melt, he slammed the door. The Girl 
crumpled into a little brown heap. 
When he re-appeared muffled in a henry overcoat, he scold· 
ed her in a beary voice, "Why aren't you ready?" The Girl 
scuttled into her pile of sad· looking clothes, and together 
they proceeded on their f raudulent way; at the bottom of 
the stairs the Girl stopped. "I forgot something," she said. 
When she came back she held ostentatiously in her hand, a 
letter. When the Grumpy Old Man wouldn't notice it, she 
remarked : "This letter is a great big lie I" and waited to 
see the effect of her statement. The Old Man chuckled a bit 
rustily, but said nothing. "WeB, it is," she insisted deft· 
anUy. "He said I was a doll, and not fit to earn my living. 
• 
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I wrote to him to·night and told him about the loveliest party 
1 was going t.o--a mock Christmas tree party-and then 
after I'd told him, I had to have one. you see." " I see," said 
the Grumpy Old Man. 
By Htis time they had reached the shops-and they really 
did fool them. Tired clerks smiled and wondered, and 
brought out their gayest toys. The Girl bought and the Old 
Man boughl.-only he wasn't a Grumpy Old Man any longer, 
and the Rained.on Doll got painted again, someway, and 
her mouth got turned up right, and the Spirit of Christmas 
walked right illto her cout pocket and began to pump up 
her flat heart. And the biggest joke of all between the Old 
Man and the Gir l was, that they were perfectly miserable 
all the while and nobody guessed. 
At last they were back in the boarding·house room, only 
it wasn't a boarding· house room any longer, but a Merry 
Christmas party room, with bells and holly and a baby tree 
like a little green mountain covered with star·light-and 
candy. and toys, and a big baby doll. Then the Girl hid her 
face while the Old Man put on his red plush·on.one·side 
Santa Claus suit, and pulled on his snow·edged Santa Claus 
cap, and cri ed, "Merry Christmas'" The Girl jumped up 
with a scream of delight, and danced around the tree with 
one overshoe flopping on the floor like a fish out of water. 
"For Mi.<us Little Girl," called out St. Nick, and gravely 
handed her a set of dishes. 
"Oh, let's have a party," she cried. So they had to stop 
a while and drink muddy· looking water and munch much ten. 
cent--store candy. Santa Claus had trouble with his beard, 
and they had to fish it out of the cup, dyed a beauti.(ullight 
brown at the ends, which was the funniest thing you can 
imagine. 
At last every gift was delivered. They played dolls a 
while; they ran all the mechanical toys till it sounded like a 
skating rink; they ate till they felt like the inside of a candy 
pan. The candles on the tree began to wink and go out, as 
if tired of the play. The Christmas Spirit be&an to shiver 
• 
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and shake, and edge toward the door. The Grumpy Old Alan 
told gray-haired jokes, and the Girl laughed loudly; she 
laughed so, she began to cough, and the cough opened the 
door in her throat that she'd been holding fast shut. and 
l-IOmething like a sob came out-but of course it wasn' t, She 
looked up quickly to see if he heard. The red plush suit 
seemd trying to choke him with soft strong bands for his 
impudence in donning it. The last candle was blinking. The 
Spirit of Christmas slipped out the key-hole. 
But as he went out he mel a strong big person and decided 
to stay with him. The Big P~rson opened t}le door softly, 
and saw-His Girl trying to hold the life a bit longer in a 
tiny red Christmas candle; an old man with a red Santa 
Claus dress, and an age-drawn lace clasping a big doll in 
his arlll5. 
" Why, I'll buy you a million candles," he said a moment 
later. And the Girl said in a muffled voice, "What tine 
Christmas weather!" 
--~oOo>----
Students at the Normal School aren't there wholly from 
altruistic motives. To be sure, they hope to be of service 
to the world; to leave some pedal impressions on the shift-
ing silicate of time by whcih token!!, inquisitive Sherlock! 
may be moved to ejaculate, "Egad, Wabon, a Oeautiful case, 
indeed I Notice the peculiar formation of that basilar pha~ 
lanx. That could have been acquired only by a school teach-
er ti~toeing to catch bad boys drawing caricatures of him-
self. Ergo, those footprints were made by a pedagogue." 
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But a Normalite from the time be enters the front door, un-
til he graduates out the back door-as Chestertield Turner 
would put it--has always present the intense desire to read 
a letter written on the official stationery of the School Board 
at Wampum Pole, or some other place, to the following gen-
eral effect: " Dear Cyril: Your letter and shipment of rec-
ommendations received. We have decided to let you have 
our principalship, etc." Then does the contents of Cyril's 
cup of happiness rise to a new flood stage. He rnemorizel\ 
that letter before he leaves the room, and out on the street, 
although he knows it verbatim, he takes it out of hi s pocket, 
reads it, puts it back into his pocket and time after ti~e 
with rapid recurrence he completes the sante cycle, trymg 
all the time to affect the pre-occupied air of a business man 
who wishes to reassure himself of an important point. 
Filled with exuberance, he walks on air. His dreams are 
materialized. His ships have come sailing home. The old 
order is passed. Forgotten is the night when he garnered 
two monster raccoons from Ii tree up which Old Tige had 
chased them. Sunk into oblivion is memory of that memor-
able day when clad in his first long trousers he walked four 
times past Sue Jones' house whistling a foolish little tune 
and holding his face averted, managing, however, to observe 
f rom the corner of his eye that Sue W88 an interested spec-
tator of his peregrinations. Pushed out into the cold are the 
myriad little romances of youth by this one great romance of 
a job as principal. But it is a more tangible reality than 
the glossamer haze and sheen of romance. It is official rec-
ognition of one's work and worth. It is feminine tlippe~y 
and masculine toggery; cold cream and safety razors. It IS 
bread and butter. 
If then to be elected to a fitting position is such a great 
, I • •• 
and wonderful thing, the how IS worthy of conSIderation. 
The first thing, of course, is to be worthy of the position 
w ught. This being worthy implies a number of things: 
Steadfastness of character; truenes.~ to one's self as Shake-
speare remarked or was it Polonius, or one of the editors; 
• 
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firmness and gentleness blended to a nicety; professional 
preparation, of course. The ideal applicant ought to be able 
to recognize instantly old frienrl~nd enemies. "Why, 
hello. Logarithm, old boy. How is the sine qua. non'" Hey, 
there Split Infinitive. avaunt ere I erase you. I'm a bear 
on grammatical etiquette. Good morning, Mr. Historical 
Date. Sure, I recognize you. You landed with Columbus, 
didn't you, and so on. Last and most, there must be an 
nbundance of common sense, or more properly called sense 
of fitness in things. Then when all these requirement, are 
Ht hand, or in hnnd, plnn your moves carefully. You have 
certain collaterals to place on market. The market is ex· 
tensive, but subject to enthusiastie fluctuations. Look care-
Cully and cautiously hefore you Jeap--or write. 
Having settled on a Board in whose employ you believe 
you would be I!ongenial and efficient, get intensely busy. 
First, write the Board n letter, tentatively paving the way 
for further overtures. This letter, while innocent enough 
per set asking for various particulars, should be something 
{Ufferent-conniyed and compiled with the idea of stimulat-
ing the bored Board to sit up and adjust its specs to a dif· 
ferent focus. The Board has cause to be worried. It has 
read letters oJ application post-marked all the way from 
Kerbunkum, Maine. to Whoopee, Nevada, all of which have 
exhibited a striking ~imi1arity . Each applicant has implied 
between the lines that nature and art have entered into a 
conspiracy in making him the exact man for the place. each 
has dove-tailed in a lot of personal data. schools attended. 
time spent in each. number of times professors have patted 
him on the dorsal ver tebra, meas urements vertically and 
equtorially. denominational allegiance. experience, favorite 
roets, comestibles, etc., and each one hag misspelled recom.-
metuiation. Naturally, the Board has developed a case of 
gangrenious pessimism. The thing for you to do is to apply 
a refreshing salve of originality and uniqueness through the 
medium of your letter. Did you ever hear how Irvin Cobb 
startled those blase Manhattan editors into giving him a 
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job? He had written personal letters to all of them. made 
lonnal applications in person, in fact had done all of the 
iormal things he knew to do, but he remained bountifully 
jobless. Then he did the unusual thing. He wrote to each 
editor pledging his word to the effect that he was the coming 
writer of America, and ~ho uld the editor fail to annex hi s 
services that he (Cobb) would r efuse to assume responsibil-
ity for consequences: thnt to-morrow would positively be 
the last day upon which he would consider an appointment 
to a position i that editors desiring to employ him would 
form in line on the west side of the street upon which his 
room fronted. Doors would be opened promptly at Ten. 
As a matter of fact, they didn't wait to form in line. Cobb 
had five offers before night. Now, I don't advise t hat you 
try a letter like that.-Board members are addicted to apo-
plexy,-but just route your letter via a different line, with a 
change of scenery in every sentence. 
Two particular instructions: Cremate your Model Letter 
books before you open Ure on any Board, and don't mail a 
single letter until it has been thoroughly checked over by a 
specialist in spelling. 
I can see in my mind's eye the scene that will occur in 
t he Board's office upon the reception of your letter- pro-
vided you have followed instructions. The President tears 
it open and reads. A look of bewilderment gathers on his 
face. He collapses forward on table. Colleagues rush 
around. "Gimme air," gasps the collapsed one. The re-
quest is received and filed. The President recovers and ex-
hibits letter . "Look a there, gentlemen," he says. Business 
of colleagues reading letter and needing air. Motion for 
further correspondence carried by wild acclaim. Janitor 
nsked to dispose of competitors' teters. 
In your next letter be careful to car ry your innovation a 
li ttle fu r ther. Another caution: Of course, you r services 
are valuable and worthy of 8 price, but I don't believe I'd 
attune my song to thnt theme very much. Hamlet lined up 
in his employer's office on Saturday evening and yelled, "The 
. 
I 
I 
I 
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pay. the pay's the thing." What happened? Why, the boss 
got so mad that he not only tired Hamlet, but shipped him 
from the country on the first boat out. 
Now, it is quite probable that the Board having been duly 
enthrlllled by your prowess in letter craft will desire a per-
sonal conference. Fierce! isn't it? I'm not sure that] can 
offer any good advice for this direct encounter. You might 
rehearse a gross of pretty speeches, and compelling ges-
t ures, but the first blush of the otlicial meeting would likely 
find you standing on one foot, your hands in your pockets, 
your tong ue frozen to the r oof of your mouth, and each 
separate hai r reaching wildly for the ceiling. Your hope, 
then, lies in the good letters you have written, and the possi-
hility t hat the Board will be human enough to remember the 
first time it ever appJied for a job. • 
] believe ] can mention one thing which it would be well 
to cultivate fo r use on this occasion-the imper ious glance. 
You may be about all in physically and yet be a royal lion in 
epiri t. Let your imperious glance roving f rom member to 
member disseminate that information. Do not inspect the 
carpet; not even if you are a woman. 
Here's hoping you get the j ob. 
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Alumni Address 
(ALUMNI ADDRESS DELIVERED BY MR. JAMES KNOLL BEFORE 
THE ALUMr-a ASSOCIATION OF 1913. ) 
1\Ir. President, Fellow~Alumnj, Ladies and Gentlemen: 
How fortunate it is that the \,;reator has endowed the na.-
ture of men with a love for reminiscence. In His wisdom He 
has given us that trait which impels us to renew occasions 
of the past, not merely that we may revive the memory of 
former times, but that we may consider the present., and the 
future. and their problems in the light of the experience that 
we have left behind us. It is in obedience to this impulse 
that we have met here to--day ; and as a subject for consid-
eration on this occasion, ] can think of none more appropri. 
ate than that of Education. I am aware that the writings 
on this subject are legion, but I have set down here the plain 
thoughts that have ocucrred to me in the daily pursuit of 
my work, and the Cal.'t that they have been suggested to me 
in this manner must be my excuse for adding to a subject 
on which there is already no end of discussion. 
The deriviation of the term Eduration indicates that it 
means n drawing out of the powers of the mind. This sug-
J!ests the view of a certain school of philosophers that knowl-
edge is innate in the human intellect and needs only to be 
brought forth by the experience of the senses. In distinc-
tion to this there is another school of philosophers who have 
maintained that the mind possesses no innate ideas and that 
knowledge is created only by impressions upon the sensor-
ium. But it is best that we leave these philosophical dis-
cussions to be settled by the philosophers, and content our-
selves with observing that both schools agree upon the fact 
that knowledge can be actually gained only by Impressions 
from without. Whether our knowledge is innate or whether 
it must be created in our minds, it cannot become available 
except through the medium of external aid; and this aid 
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given the intellect in its pursuit of knowledge may be de-
fined by the broad term Education. 
We will therefore consider Education in ib practical as-
pect as the importing of knowledge; and this brings u.s to 
a disc:.lssion, in the light of experience, of our methods of 
Importing knowledge, with a view to discovering and im-
proving upon our shortcomings in that respect. 
When I say " in the light of experience," I shall, of course, 
have to give you the resulb of my own experience. While I 
do not have the honor to be an educator by profession, yet 
1 follow a work in which the possession of an Education is 
very essential; and observation has indicated to me that 
our most serious fault is lack of exactnes8 in our knowledge. 
This statement, I am persuaded, applies universally. Hu-
manity in general may be divided into those whose fund of 
Imowledge is accurate and exact, and those who possess 
more or less cursory information but no thorough knowl-
edge of anything. As an example of a man who possessed 
u thorough and accurate knowledge of his subject, we will 
consider Shakespeare,--a man whose knowledge of human-
ity and nature was a part of the very fiber of his being. 
His perception was so exquisitely sensitive that al1 impres-
sions registered themselves in the minutest detail upon his 
mind; aU phenomena that came within the range of his ob-
servation were writen indelibly upon his sensorium. The 
result of such knowledge is seen in those immortal dramas, 
wherein humanity and life are delineated with a faithful-
ness attained by no other genius sin~e the world began. 
Another case in point is that of Capt. James B. Eads, the 
engineer celebrated. for his works on the Mississippi River. 
Prom his boyhood Capt. Eads worked upon the great river 
and studied its phenomena with thoroughness and zeal. He 
was not content with merely watching the water flow past, 
but he put on a diving suit and got an exact and compre-
hensive knowledge of every part of the river, from the rip.-
ples on ib surface to the gravel on ita bottom. And to.-day 
stand the Eads Bridae at Sl Louis and the Earls Jetties at 
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the mouth of the Mississippi, monuments to the engineer 
who knew with thoroughnCl:lS and exactness what goes on 
within the moist bosom of the Father of Waters. 
Such eXllmpl~ illustrate the meaning and desirability of 
exactness in knowledge; we may now consider the success 
or failure of our usual methods of education in that respect. 
A recollection of childhood days will no doubt reveal to 
most of us the fact that about the first bit of information 
im ported to the juvenile mind is that the earth is round like 
a ball. Th is statement, though not exactly true, is eusily 
understood by the childish intelligence, and for that reason 
iA admissible at this stage of its development. But it is just 
at this point t hat our manner of educating often fails. In· 
stead of keeping pace with the growing intelligence and 
l'orrecting and amplifying the approximate knowledge im-
J'IOrted at. each slage of its development, we very often allow 
this approximate knowledge to monopolize the mind ; and , 
to cite an example, a great many people pass through life 
believing the approximate fact that the earth is round like 
n baJJ, having never had their knowledge in that respect de-
veloped beyond the primary stage. 
To illustrate, consider the successh'e stages encountered 
in acquiring an exact knowledge of tbe shape of the earth. 
As said, the first stage ill a belief that the earth is round like 
a ball. In a fuller consideration, however, it becomes neces--
sary to teach the budding inteJli~nce that the diameter of 
the earth at the equator is greater than its diameter from 
pole to pole. For this reason it is seen that our first hypo-
thesis is untenable and that the earth is not exactly in the 
shape of a ball . . We then say that the ear th is a sphere 
!'>lightly fiattened at the poles. This involves a knowledge 
of the properties of the sphere, which, of course, convinces 
the intelligence that the earth could not be a true sphere if 
any portion of its surface is fiat. The mind is then pre-
pared to receive the accurate info rmation that the earth is 
nn oblate spheroid; and when it is taught further , and in 
logical sequence, that an oblate spheroid is a solid generated 
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by the revoluti(ln of an ellipse about its minor axis, then 
lhe mind has arrived at an exact knowledge of the shape of 
the earth. Of course, a knowledge that t he earth is round 
like a ball is no doubt accurate enough for the average mor-
ta l. Such knowledge, however, would not have been accu-
rate enough for Commander Peary when he went in search 
of the Pole; it was necessary for him to know that the earth 
is an oblate spheroid. 
The development of knowledge t hus outlined may be com-
pared to the use of scatrolding in the erection of a building. 
1n order to fncHilllte the handling and placing of mater ial 
in the structure the builder erects a system of scaffolding, 
which is raised in successive stages as the building pro-
gresses. This scaffolding is not 8 part of the structure and 
is, of course, r t!moved when the building is complete ; it 
merely affords a platform from which the builders enn work 
and handle their tools and materials. Similarly, the approx-
imate teachings impar ted in successive stages, as outlined 
above, serve 88 a basis from which the true and accurate 
knowledge of the subject can be imparted. They are pro-
portioned to be easily grasped by the mind at each period 
of its development. and thus afford the teacher a means of 
building up the mental structure. 
But unfortunately the analogy very often ends at this 
point . In~tead of imitating the builder and using our scaf-
fold ing merely tl8 a means for erecting a finished structure, 
we too often crect t he scaffolding and neglect the building 
entirely. We ar e content with approximate knowledge, in-
stead of using such as an aid in grasping an exact knowledge 
of the subject in hand. What would be thought of a car-
penter who would set up hi s scaffolding and then quit work 
without bu ilding a house? And yet., metaphorically speak-
ing, this is often what we do in the business of education; 
and as a result, a great many of us are allowed to grow up 
with 8 more or less r ickety educational scaffolding instead 
of the complete structure we ought to have. The scaffold-
ing. be it remembered, is a necessary aid in constructing the 
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educational edifice, but it should not be mistaken for the 
sole object of our building operations. It is imperative to 
make use of it as a means and not as an end, and when no 
longer needed it should be removed so that the finished edi-
fice stands forth-the object for which we have been striv-
ing, a thorough, complete and accurate education. 
A corrollary of the principle of exactness in education 
which 1 would also insist upon is that of proceeding to ji·rst 
principle.OJ. The tendency in the hurry and rush of modern 
life is to reduce all working knowledge to rules which can 
be carried in the memory, but to overlook the fundamental 
principles upon which the rules are based. The engineer, 
for instance. carries the working knowledge of his profes-
sion in the shape of mathematical formulas; but unfortun-
ately the engineer is somewhat scarce who can deduce all of 
his formulas from their basic mathematical principles. For-
mulas and rules should be the result of study and not its 
object ; that is. a knowledge of fi1'St principles should first 
be inculcated and then the rules may be fo rmulated. 
This method. however. is not followed as commonly as it 
should be; and too often we make blunders by following 
rules we do not understand, very much as a parrot repeats 
phrases the meaning of which it does not know. Rules are 
a concise and convenient method of expressing knowledge; 
but very seldom can a rule be made to cover all cases, and 
hence there are usually exceptions. As a result, if we blindly 
follow rules we are certain to blunder when we encounter 
1\ case where the rule fails to apply; whereas, a knowledge 
of the fundamental principles upon which both the rule and 
the exception depend would enable us to meet the occasion 
successfully. 
A case of this nature occurred some time ago in the fail-
ure of a certain large bridge. The bridge had been designed 
and the plans drawn for a certain size and load; but before 
huilding it was decided to enlarge the bridge and increase 
the load which it should carry. This, of course, necessitated 
changing the plans and re-designing the bridge so that it 
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would be strong enough to carry the increased load. Now, 
in the work of re-designing, it appears that the designers 
merely increased the results of their first design by some 
rough and ready method of percentages without investigat,.. 
ing mathematically whether the method was correct; and 
subsequent experience proved that it was not correct, for 
the bridge fell into the rh'er under its own weight during 
construction with an appalling loss of life and money. Had 
the engineers r esponsible for the design of the bridge in-
vestigated their methods in the light of the primary mathe-
matical and mechanical principles involved, they would have 
discovered their error and avoided this catastrophe. 
Such occurrences should impress upon us that there can 
never be enough of insisting upon a knowledge of first prin.-
c-iples rather thllll a memorizing of rules and fo rmulas. It 
is best to first know the PJ-tttcipies in the case and then the 
rule may be deduced. 
We have said that the hurry and rush of modern life has 
inclined us toward this blind following of rules and formu-
las; but it has had a more pronounced influence in causing 
us to neglect that which should be a most important part of 
the education of our ~'outh-I mean the teaching of polite 
manners, good breeding and courtesy. Almost daily, ob-
servation suggests that it might be better if we would leave 
some other things oft' our school curricula and devote more 
attention to the elimination of rudeness and ill-breeding 
among our young people. Of course, it may be argued that 
the home is the proper place for the teaching of manners; 
but when we reflect that the I)()S~ession of ever so much 
knowledge cannot atone for ill-breeding and boorish man-
ners we must admit that it becomes a matter of concern to 
the school, also. to prevent the defeat of its endeavor. 
As illustrating our point, 1 will quote a passage from one 
of the celebrated letters of the Earl of Chesterfield to his 
son. 
" I dare say that you know already enough of Architec-
ture," Lord Chesterfield writes, "to know that the Tucsan is 
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the strongest and most solid of aU the Orders; but at the 
r.sme time it is the coarsest and clumsiest of them. I ts solid· 
ity does extremely well for the foundation and base floor of 
a great edifice; but if the whole bui lding be Tucsan, it wili 
attract no eyes, it will stop no p88Sengers, it will invite no 
inter ior examination. People will take it for granted that 
the finishing and furnishing cannot be worth seeing where 
the front is so unadorned and clumAY. But if upon the solid 
Tuc80mfoundation the Doric. the Ion ic, and the Corinthian 
Orders rise grad ually with all their beauty. proportion and 
ornaments, the fabric seizes the most incurious eye and 
stops the most ca reless passenger, who solicits admission as 
a favor, very often purchases it. Just so will it fare with 
your little fabric, whirh at present I fear has more of the 
Tuscan than of the Cor inthian Order. You must absolutely 
change the whole front, or nobody will knock at the door. 
The several parts which must compose this new front are 
elegant, easy, natural, superior good breeding ; an engaging 
address; and genteel manners." 
Thus Lord Chester field wrote in the eighteenth century; 
and there is little more to be said concerning the utility of 
attention to manners and breeding in the education oC youth. 
Perhaps it may seem somewhat out of place for me to speak 
of these things in this connection: but when we see so much 
rudeness and iII·breeding, I have thought it apropos to aug· 
gest more ca reful attention to these things, without which 
mere scholastic lea rn ing becomes as a jewel in the head of a 
toad. 
It is to you as teachers that I have addressed these re· 
marks: and as I am not a teacher myself, I would not be 
understood as criticising those who are. I have only otr 
served the results of the teucher's efforts, and have endesv. 
ored to set before you the reflections of a layman upon them. 
In your hands, of course, repose the possibilities of the com· 
ing generation; it is your function to train these possibili· 
ties into realities. How will you do this is the cri ter ion by 
which the lay mind will judge your efforts. As one of the 
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greatest teacher~ known to history has said, " By their f ru its 
ye shall know them." 
My plea to you, then, is, Hbove all things, to require ex-
lact"ess among your pupils. To borrow another illustration 
f rom Lord Chesterfield, J will quote his descr iption of a 
painting by Carlo Maratti, an Italian artist of the eighteenth 
century. " The subject (of the painting') is 'The School of 
Drawing.' An old man, suppo~ed to be the master, points 
to his scholars, who are var iously employed in perspective, 
s:eometry, and the observation of the statues of antiquity. 
With regard to perspective, of which there are some little 
specimens, he has written 'M much as is sufficient'; with re-
gard to geometry, 'as nL1(rh as is sufficiellt' .. again, with r e.-
ga rd to the contemplation of the ancient stutues there is 
written, 'tlte1'e nevet· can be. enough.' In imitation of the 
old master , I would say of other things 'as much a8 is ftu/fi-
cient'o' but of insistence upon exactness in education I would 
say 'there neve.,. can be enQugh: " 
I would appeal to you as teachers to t rain the youthful 
mind in habits of exactness. Insist upon a thorough and ac-
cu rate knowlC(1ge of whatever subject is studied. When you 
give problems, require that the results be worked out ac-
curately and exactly. When you set forth r ules and for mu· 
las, requi re that their derivintion, the reasons fo r them, 
and the principles upon which they depend be thoroughly 
understood. 
During my own school duys I constantly observed a dis-
inclination on the part of students toward the labor involved 
in t hus delving to t he bottom of their subjects. The ten-
dency always is to memorize the rules and formulas and use 
t.hem blindly without regard to their real meaning; and to 
regard the problem 8l:J solved if the right method is used, 
without regard to whether the numeri cal result is correct. 
My appeal to you is to correct thi s tendency; Cor not only 
does it apepar in the student's attitude toward scholastic 
problems, but it will continue in his manner of attacking the 
problems of life after his school days have been left behind. 
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Lord Kelvin, the celebrated English scient ist, has said "noth-
ing call be mor e fatal to progress than a too confident reli-
ance on mathematical symbollS ; fo r the student is only too 
apt to take the easier course, and cons ider the formula and 
not the fact as the physical renlity." 
During my student career I had two teachers who im-
pressed upon me t hese principles of exactness and thorough-
ness and who in "all cases insisted upon accurate work and 
thorough knowledge of fundamental principles. They 
trained t heir students into these things as a matter of habit; 
~nd if they had never taught us anything but this, the time 
~pent under their instruction would have been well em-
pioyerl. Tn t he multiplicity of present-day knowledge. it is 
better to know a few things and know them well than to 
have a mere superficial knowledge of a great many things. 
The time seems to have passed when one could imitate Sir 
F rancis Bacon nnd "take all knowledge to be his province." 
We would better follow the example of Sir Isaac Newton and 
content ourselve~ with a judicious selection of a few pebbles 
along the beach of the great ocean of .knowledge. 
I would appeal to you further fo r more &ttention to the 
development of manners and good breeding in the rising 
generation. The gentility of anyone's actions may well be 
considered an indication of his character; and it is of course 
unnecessary for me to insist upon the relation of education 
to character. The honored President of this institution has 
always taught us that the development of chararter is the 
principal aim of education. 
I have spoken of this subj ect of Ed ucation mainly from a 
utilitarian point of view; and I have set before you only 
such ideas as have been suggested to be in my daily experi-
ence. You remain with in a somewhat restricted sphere and 
guide the development of the embr)'onic mind. I am without 
this sphere, and have to some extent observed the perform-
ance of the mind a fter it has left your tuition. Perhaps it is 
presumption on my part to speak of my experience in these 
matters; but if J have suggested nny new ideas or recalled. 
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forgotten ones to your mind; if J have justly scored any 
deficiencies in our educational methods or if I have said 
anything suggestive of improvements in them: in short, if I 
have led you to a thoughtful co~ideration of this vitally im-
portant theme, then the purpose of our me.eting has not been 
defeated. 
~---<oOo~---
BOOK REVIEWS. 
Clute's Agronomy. By Willard Nelson Clute. Published by 
Ginn & Co., Columbus. Ohio. 296 pages; f ully and ad-
mirably illustrated; pri..:e, $1.00. 
Intended for use as a text-book in rities and towns where 
agriculture is taught. The practical nature of the matter 
presented in t he book has been proved by several seasons' 
work with classes in a large high school. The course pre-
sented in this volume is designed to cover a half year of 
work in the laboratory and school garden to be given in the 
spring semester. No previous knowledge is needed, either 
in botany for the stu dy of planh or in chemistry for the 
preparation of t he soils. etc. Practical exercises furnish 
necessary experience and copious references afford oppor-
tunity for further investigation . Much attention is given 
to the improvement of the home grounds in t he vegetllble 
And flower garden. on the lawn, etc. The book will inspire 
every student with a love for gardening. 
Long'8 American Literatul·e. By William J . Long. Pub-
lished by Ginn & Co., Columbus, Ohio. 481 pages; 
splendid illustrations throughout the ent ire book; 
price, $1.35. 
This volume is a companion to Long's English Literature, 
so widely commended since its appearance four years ago. 
The material is organized on the same general plan as in 
the earlier volume, and the book is particularly distinguished 
by its emphasis on our literature as a national development. 
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Most noteworthy is the disregard of all political and geo-
graphical boundaries and the recognition of the importance 
nf the national spirit o\'er the sectional The book is national 
in character . This plan permits a systematic grouping of 
writers and alTers a better opportunity to emphasize the re-
lation between them. The book is therefore especially adapt-
ed for text-book purposes,. 
------~OUo~-----
WHnEl YOU WAlT. 
Cheer Up! 
l\Iiss Pennybllker (doing practice teaching in the model 
~chool ): "What animal is found in South America whose 
fur is utilized my man?" 
William : "The alligator," 
Herald: "Oh, yes! Oh, yes! All ye who are fond of 
harpi ng on the shortcomings of Mother Eve and Blue-
beard's wiCe! The thi rty gir ls of the Senior Society kept 
their program a secret for three weeks! '" Nit!!!! 
See Girl.8' BasketbaU Rules. 
Miss Harriet Bryant was entertaining her "steady" last 
Sunday night. Miss Prudent, who was in the next room, 
was as tonished to heal· Harriet sny, after a short pause: 
"That's a (oul on you!" And MiilS Prudent wondered i( it 
was a chicken or a canary! 
Cause. 
Too many gir ls 
Too willing fOf beaus; 
Too many pictures 
A t too many shows; 
Too many teachers 
Too hard to please; 
• • • 
Too many grllde-cards 
With dettdly N. P .'sl 
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When the last trump blows, of cou rse we wi ll have some 
regrets (or leaving this dear old earth-but there will be 
,compensations! For when the world comes to an end Ruby 
Alexander will not say, " Hurry up!" There will be a funny 
joke in THE ELEVATOR. 
The echo in Vanmeter HIlJl will have received its eternal 
ouietus. The hard-worked adjectives can climb back in the 
rlictionary and take a r~t, (or Clardy Moore will be on his 
way to the undiscovered country. 
WonUC1· JI1hv? 
Miss Anna Lee Adams shyly dropped her eyes. 
"Can't you give me some little wortls of encouragement 1" 
implored Mr. ------
" Well-er," blushed Anna Lee, ·· 1 think your conversation 
is very elevating." 
We are sorry to announce thnt Mr. Dick Morman took a 
double-hender (rom one of the library chairs the other day 
and was severely inj ured . At first it was thought on ly his 
smiling apparatus was put out of commission, but closer 
{'xamination pro\·ed that the injury was internal and seri ous, 
being that most pai nful t hing-n sprained digni ty. 
In Gmmmar Tlu·ee. 
Mr. Leiper (glaring at a too-inqu isith·e student): "A (001 
cnn ask more questions than a wise man can answer ." 
Inquisitive One: "No wonder so many of us (ail in our 
cxnml\ !" 
The MORRIS DRUG CO. 
MAIN ST REET, OPPUSITE POST OFFICE 
w. ea...,. at all tI .... a _p'-ta .tock of Oru ... Toilo-t Artk J.. !'Itat""""",, and IldoooI ""p-
pi ... Aa'_"ta for E .. t ..... n Kodak .. 1'"11 .... and ~ .. pp l ... Kod ........ ted in' u.. clay o. "",,". 
Students a r e 7f l ways W e l com e H er e 
· 
A Spacial Invitation 
Is Given to Students 
TO VISIT OUR STORE-
to make it a kind of headquarters- a place 
to meet your frienda-to leave your pack-
ages while down towd. We want you to 
feel at home here. 
Allow us to say- very modestly- that we 
have tbe handsomest drug store in Ken-
o tucky-probably, in the entire South. 
We carry most everything ususl to a first-
clasa drug store, and give special attention 
to our .oda fountain. just as we do our 
pre.crlptlon department. 
WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AROUND FREQUENTLY 
CALLIS BROS. 
Tentb (lnd State Streets 
